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SYMBOLIC POWERS AND GENERALIZED-PARAMETRIC DECOMPOSITION
OF MONOMIAL IDEALS ON REGULAR SEQUENCES
ADELEH AZARI, SIMIN MOLLAMAHMOUDI AND REZA NAGHIPOUR∗
DEDICATED TO PROFESSOR PETER SCHENZEL
ABSTRACT. Let R be a commutative Noetherian ring and let x := x1, . . . ,xd be a regular R-
sequence contained in the Jacobson radical of R. An ideal I of R is said to be a monomial ideal
with respect to x if it is generated by a set of monomials x
e1
1 . . .x
ed
d . It is shown that, if xR is a
prime ideal of R, then each monomial ideal I has a canonical and unique decomposition as an
irredundant finite intersection of primary ideals of the form x
e1
τ(1)
R+ · · ·+ xes
τ(s)
R, where τ is a
permutation of {1, . . . ,d}, s ∈ {1, . . . ,d} and e1, . . . ,es are the positive integers. This generalizes
and provides a short proof of the main results of [7, 8]. Also, we show that for every integer
k≥ 1, I(k) = Ik, if and only if AssRR/I
k ⊆AssRR/I, whenever I is a squarefree monomial ideal,
where I(k) is the kth symbolic power of I. Moreover, in this circumstance it is shown that all
powers of I are integrally closed.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let R be a commutative Noetherian ring, and let x := x1, . . . ,xd be a regular R-sequence. A
monomial with respect to x is a power product x
e1
1 , . . . ,x
ed
d , where e1, . . . ,ed are non-negative
integers ( so monomial is either a non-unit or the element 1), and a monomial ideal is a proper
ideal generated by monomials.
Monomial ideals are important in several areas of current research in commutativeNoetherian
rings, and they have been studied in their own right in several papers (for example see [3, 7, 10]),
so many interesting results are proved about such ideals. In particular, recently Heinzer et al.
(see [7, Theorem 4.9] and [8, Theorems 4.1 and 4.10]) showed that each monomial ideal I with
Rad(I) =Rad(xR) has a unique generalized-parametric decomposition. Their proof relies some
defnitions and preliminary results; and several pages are devoted to a proof of that theorem.
The first main purpose of the present paper is to generalize and present a much short proof of
Heinzer et al. theorems, using somewhat more elementary methods than those used by them.
More precisely, as a main result of the Section 2, we shall show that:
Key words and phrases. Associated prime, generalized-parametric decomposition, integral closure, monomial
ideal, normal ideal, regular sequence, squarefree.
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Theorem 1.1. Let I denote a monomial ideal of R with respect to a regular R-sequence x :=
x1, . . . ,xd contained in the Jacobson radical of R. Then I has a canonical and unique decom-
position as an irredundant finite intersection of primary ideals of the form x
e1
τ(1)
R+ · · ·+xes
τ(s)
R,
whenever the ideal xR is prime in R. Here τ is a permutation of {1, . . . ,d}, 1 ≤ s ≤ d and
e1, . . . ,es are positive integers.
The result in Theorem 1.1 is proved in Theorem 2.3. Pursuing this point of view further we
establish that a monomial ideal is irreducible if and only if it is a generalized-parameter ideal.
One of our tools for proving Theorem 1.1 is the following:
Lemma 1.2. Let I be a monomial ideal of R with respect to the regular sequence x := x1, . . . ,xd ,
and let {u1, . . . ,ur} be a minimal set of monomial generators with respect to x of I. Suppose
that u1 = vw, where v and w are co-prime monomials with respect to x and v 6= 1 6= w. Then
I = (vR+u2R+ · · ·+urR)∩ (wR+u2R+ · · ·+Rur).
Let J be an ideal of R. Recalling that an element x ∈ R is said to be integral over J if there
exist an integer n≥ 1 and elements ci ∈ J
i for i= 1, . . . ,n such that
xn+ c1x
n−1+ · · ·+ cn = 0.
The set of all elements that are integral over J is called the integral closure of J, denoted by
J¯. It is well known that J¯ is an ideal of R and that J ⊆ J¯. If J = J¯, then J is called integrally
closed; and we say that J is normal if for every integer n≥ 1, Jn is integrally closed.
For any regular R-sequence x := x1, . . . ,xd contained in the Jacobson radical of R, let xR be
a prime ideal of R. In the Section 3, we will obtain some results about the symbolic powers
of a certain monomial ideal in R. In this section, among other things, we prove the following
theorem.
Theorem 1.3. Let x= x1, . . . ,xd be a regular R-sequence contained in the Jacobson radical of
R, let xR be a prime ideal of R and let I be a monomial ideal of R with respect to x. Then, for
any integer k ≥ 1, the kth symbolic power I(k) of I is a monomial ideal, and if I is squarefree,
then I(k) = Ik, if and only if AssRR/I
k ⊆ AssRR/I. Moreover, in this situation I is normal and
Ik =
⋂
p∈mAssRR/I
pk.
Here, for a positive integer n, I(n) denotes the nth symbolic power of I, which is defined as the
intersection of the primary components of In corresponding to the minimal associated primes
of I.
Throughout this paper all rings are commutative and Noetherian, with identity, unless oth-
erwise specified. We shall use R to denote such a ring and I an ideal of R. The radical of I,
denoted by Rad(I), is defined to be the set {x ∈ I : xn ∈ I for some n ∈ N}. Moreover, we de-
note by mAssRR/I the set of minimal prime ideals of AssRR/I. We say that x1, . . . ,xd form an
R-sequence (of elements of R) precisely when x1R+ · · ·+xdR 6= R and for each i= 1, . . . ,d, the
element xi is a non-zerodivisor on the R-module R/x1R+ · · ·+ xi−1R.
For any unexplained notation and terminology we refer the reader to [2] or [13].
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2. GENERALIZED-PARAMETRIC DECOMPOSITION OF MONOMIAL IDEAL
Let R be a Noetherian ring, let x= x1, . . . ,xd be a regular R-sequence contained in the Jacob-
son radical of R. In this section we show that that if I is a monomial ideal of R with respect to
x then I has a unique generalized-parametric decomposition of primary ideals. The main result
of this section is Theorem 2.3, which extends and provides a short proof of the main results of
[7, 8]. We begin with:
Definition 2.1. Let R be a Noetherian ring and let x := x1, . . . ,xd be a regular R-sequence of
elements of R. Then
(i) An element m of R is called monomial with respect to x if there exist non-negative
integers e1, . . . ,ed such that m = x
e1
1 . . .x
ed
d . In view of [11, Theorem 16.2] it is easy to
see that e1, . . . ,ed are determined uniquely by m.
(ii) Suppose that M denotes the set of all monomials of R with respect to x. An ideal I of R
is called monomial with respect to x if it is generated by elements of M . In particular,
the zero ideal and R itself are monomial ideals.
(iii) Let u = xe11 . . .x
ed
d and v = x
t1
1 . . .x
td
d be two monomials with respect to x. For all i ∈
{1, . . . ,d}, we set ki =min{ei, ti} and si =max{ei, ti}. Then, we define
gcd(u,v) = xk11 . . .x
kd
d , lcm(u,v) = x
s1
1 . . .x
sd
d ,
the greatest common divisor resp. the least common multiple of u and v. We say that u
and v are co-prime if gcd(u,v) = 1.
(iv) Suppose that s is an integer such that 1≤ s≤ d, let τ be a permutation of {1, . . . ,d}, and
let e1, . . . ,ed be positive integers. Then the monomial ideal generated by x
e1
τ(1)
, . . . ,xes
τ(s)
is called a generalized-parametric ideal.
(v) A monomial ideal I of R with respect to x is called reducible if there exist two mono-
mial ideals I1, I2 of R with respect to x such that I = I1∩ I2 and I 6= I1, I2. It is called
irreducible if it is not reducible.
Throughout this section, R denotes a commutative Noetherian ring and x := x1, . . . ,xd is a
regular R-sequence contained in the Jacobson radical of R, unless otherwise specified.
Before we state the main theorem of this section, we need the following lemma which plays
a key role in the proof of that theorem.
Lemma 2.2. Let I be a non-zero monomial ideal of R with respect to x. Let {u1, . . . ,ur} be a
minimal set of generators of I. Let u1 = v1w1 where v1 and w1 are co-prime monomials, i.e.,
v1 6= 1 6= w1 and gcd(w1,v1) = 1. Then
I = (v1R+u2R+ · · ·+urR)∩ (w1R+u2R+ · · ·+urR).
Proof. Let
I1 := v1R+u2R+ · · ·+urR and I2 := w1R+u2R+ · · ·+urR.
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Then, it is clear that I ⊆ I1∩ I2. On the other hand , in view of [10, Proposition 1], we have
I1∩ I2 = lcm(v1,w1)R+lcm(v1,u2)R+ · · ·+lcm(v1,ur)R
+ lcm(u2,w1)R+lcm(u2,u2)R+ · · ·+lcm(u2,ur)R
...
+ lcm(ur,w1)R+lcm(ur,u2)R+ · · ·+lcm(ur,ur)R.
Now, since gcd(w1,v1) = 1, it follows that lcm(w1,v1) = v1w1 = u1, and so
I1∩ I2 ⊆ u1R+u2R+ · · ·+urR= I.
Therefore I = I1∩ I2, as required. 
We are now ready to prove the main theorem of this section, which generalizes and provides
a short proof of the main results of Heinzer et al. (see [7, Theorem 4.9] and [8, Theorems 4.1
and 4.10]).
Theorem 2.3. Let I be a non-zero monomial ideal of R with respect to x. Then I is an irre-
dundant finite intersection generalized-parametric ideals, that is, I =
m⋂
i=1
qi, where each qi is of
the form x
e1
i1
R+ · · ·+ xekik R. Moreover, such an irredundant presentation (up to the order of the
factors) is unique; and if xR is a prime ideal of R, then the ideal qi is xi1R+ · · ·+ xikR-primary.
Proof. Let I be a non-zero monomial ideal of R with respect to x, and let {u1, . . . ,ur} be a
minimal system of generators of I. If every ui has pure power, then being nothing to prove. So
suppose that some ui is not a pure power, say u1. Then we can write u1 = vw, where v and w
are monomials with gcd(v,w) = 1. Hence, in view of Lemma 2.2, we have I = I1∩ I2, where
I1 := vR+u2R+ · · ·+urR and I2 := wR+u2R+ · · ·+urR.
Now, if {v,u2, . . . ,ur} or {w,u2, . . . ,ur} contains an element which is not a pure power, we
proceed as before and obtain a finite number of steps a presentation of I as an intersection of
monomial ideals generated by pure powers. That is I is a finite intersection of generalized-
parameter ideals. Now, by omitting those ideals which contains the intersection of the others
we end up with an irredundant intersection of generalized-parameter ideals.
Next, let I = q1∩ . . .∩qr and I = q
′
1∩ . . .∩q
′
s be two irredundant decomposition of I as finite
intersection of generated-parameter ideals. We need to show that r = s and that
{q1, . . . ,qr}= {q
′
1 . . . ,q
′
s}.
In order to do so, we show that for each i = 1, . . . ,r, there exists j = 1, . . . ,s such that q′j ⊆ qi,
and by symmetry we then also have that for each k = 1, . . . ,s, there exists l = 1, . . . ,r such that
ql ⊆ q
′
k. Now, let i ∈ {1, . . . ,r}, and we suppose that q
′
j * qi for all j = 1, . . . ,s, and look for a
contradiction. Then, we may assume that
qi = x
e1
1 R+ · · ·+ x
ek
k R,
and for every j = 1, . . . ,s, there exists x
b j
l j
∈ q′j \ qi. Hence, it follows that either l j /∈ {1, . . . ,k}
or b j < el j . Now, set
u= lcm(xb1
l1
, . . . ,xbs
ls
).
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Then we have u ∈
s⋂
j=1
q′j = I, and so u ∈
r⋂
j=1
q j. In particular
u ∈ qi = x
e1
i1
R+ · · ·+ x
ek
ik
R.
Consequently, in view of [10, Corollary 3], there exists i ∈ {1, . . . ,k} such that xeii |u, and so
u ∈ xeii R. Hence, it follows from [10, Remark 1] that there is 1 ≤ t ≤ s, bi ≥ ei, which is a
contradiction.
Finally, let xR be a prime ideal of R. Then, since each qi is of the form x
e1
i1
R+ · · ·+ x
ek
ik
R, it
follows from [15, Theorem 3.4] that qi is a xi1R+ · · ·+ xikR-primary ideal. This completes the
proof. 
Remark 2.4. Let x = x1, . . . ,xd be a regular R-sequence contained in the Jacobson radical of
R and let xR be a prime ideal of R. Let I be a non-zero monomial ideal of R with respect to x.
Then by virtue of Theorem 2.3, every element of AssRR/I is a monomial ideal. In particular
every element mAssRR/I is a monomial ideal. Furthermore, since Rad(I) =
⋂
p∈mAssRR/I
p, it
follows that from [10, Proposition 1] that the ideal Rad(I) is monomial, too.
Next, as In for every integer n≥ 1, is a monomial ideal, it follows from definition that I(n) is
also a monomial ideal.
The first application of Theorem 2.3 shows that a monomial ideal is irreducible if and only if
it is a generalized-parameter ideal.
Corollary 2.5. Let x = x1, . . . ,xd be a regular R-sequence contained in the Jacobson radical
of R. Then a monomial ideal with respect to x is irreducible if and only if it is a generalized-
parameter ideal.
Proof. Let I be a monomial ideal of R with respect to x. If I is irreducible and {u1, . . . ,ur} is a
monomial system of generators of I such that some ui is not a pure power, say u1, then we can
write u1 = vw, where u and w are coprime monomials and v 6= 1 6= w. Then
I = (vR+u2R+ · · ·+urR)∩ (wR+u2R+ · · ·+urR),
which is a contradiction.
Conversely, let I be a generalized-parameter ideal, and suppose that I is not irreducible. Then
there exist integer ei ≥ 1 such that I = x
e1
i1
R+ · · ·+x
ek
ik
R, and that there are two monomial ideals
J and K properly containing I such that I= J∩K. In view of the Theorem 2.3, we have J=
r⋂
i=1
qi
and K =
s⋂
j=1
q′j, where qi and q
′
i are generalized-parameter ideals. Hence
I = (
r⋂
i=1
qi)∩ (
s⋂
i=1
q
′
i).
By omitting suitable ideals in the intersection on the right-hand side, we derive an irredundant
of I. Now the uniqueness statement in Theorem 2.3, then implies that I = qi or I = q
′
j, for some
i or j, which is a contradiction. 
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An important question is when the ordinary and symbolic powers of an ideal in a commutative
Noetherian ring are equal. This question has been studied by several authors; see for instance
[1, 4, 5, 6, 12], and has led to some interesting results. The next result shows that the ordinary
and symbolic powers of a monomial prime ideal are equal.
Corollary 2.6. Let x= x1, . . . ,xd be a regular R-sequence contained in the Jacobson radical of
R. Let p be a monomial prime ideal of R with respect to x. Then for all integer n≥ 1, p(n) = pn.
Proof. Since p is a monomial prime ideal, it follows that p is a generalized-parameter ideal.
Hence we can assume that p = xe1i1 R+ · · ·+ x
es
is
R, where 1 ≤ s ≤ d and ei ∈ N. As p is prime,
it yields that xi1, . . . ,xis ∈ p, and so p = xi1R+ · · ·+ xisR. Therefore, since p is generated by
a regular R-sequence, it follows from [9, Theorem 125 and Exercise 13] that AssRR/p
n ⊆
AssRR/p for any n ∈ N. Consequently, AssRR/pn = {p}, for every n ∈ N, and so pn is a
p-primary ideal. Hence p(n) = pn, as required. 
3. SYMBOLIC POWER OF SQUAREFREE MONOMIAL IDEALS AND NORMALITY
Recall that x = x1, . . . ,xd is a regular R-sequence contained in the Jacobson radical of R.
In this section we study some properties of the squarefree monomial ideals with respect to x.
Specifically, we show that if I is a squarefree monomial ideal, then AssRR/I
n⊆AssRR/I if and
only if I(n) = In, for every integer n ≥ 1. Also, it is shown that in this case all powesr of I are
integrally closed. We begin with the following definition.
Definition 3.1. A monomial m= xe11 . . .x
ed
d with respect to x is called squarefree if the all ei are
0 or 1. A monomial ideal I is called a squarefree monomial ideal if I is generated by squarefree
monomials. If m= xe11 . . .x
ed
d is a monomial with respect to x, then the support of m, denoted by
supp(m), is defined to be the set { j| j ∈ {1, . . . ,d}and e j 6= 0}. Also the radical of m, denoted
by rad(m), is defined as rad(m) := ∏
j∈supp(m)
x j. It is clear that if m ∈ I, then (rad(m))
t ∈ I, for
some integer t ≥ 1. Also, it is easy to see that m = rad(m) if and only if m is a squarefree
monomial.
In the next lemma, we can compute explicit the radical of a monomial ideal.
Lemma 3.2. Let I be a monomial ideal of R with respect to x, and let {u1, . . . ,ur} be a minimal
set of generators of I. Then the set {rad(ui)|1≤ i≤ r} is a set of generators of Rad(I).
Proof. Let I = u1R+ · · ·+urR. We show that Rad(I) = rad(u1)R+ · · ·+ rad(ur)R. To do this,
as rad(u j) ∈ Rad(I) for every 1≤ j ≤ r, it follows that
rad(u1)R+ · · ·+ rad(ur)R⊆ Rad(I).
Now in order to show the opposite inclusion, since Rad(I) is a monomial ideal with respect
to x (see Remark 2.4), it is enough for us to show that for each monomialm ∈Rad(I) there exist
monomial m′ and 1 ≤ i ≤ r such that m = m′rad(ui). To this end it follows from m ∈ Rad(I)
that ml ∈ I for some integer l ≥ 1. Hence, in view of [10, Corollary 3], there exists a monomial
m′ such that ml = m′u j for some 1 ≤ j ≤ r. Now it is easy to see that this yields the desired
conclusion. 
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Corollary 3.3. Let I be a monomial ideal with respect to x. Then Rad(I) = I if and only if, I
is a squarefree monomial ideal with respect to x. In particular, every monomial prime ideal is
squarefree.
Proof. The assertion readily follows from Lemma 3.2. 
Corollary 3.4. Let the ideal xR be a prime ideal of R. Then every squarefree monomial ideal is
an intersection of monomial prime ideals.
Proof. Let I be a squarefree monomial ideal with respect to x, and let xR be a prime of R. Then
in view of Theorem 2.3, we have I =
m⋂
i=1
qi, where every qi is a primary generalized-parameter
ideal. Hence, for all 1≤ i≤ m, there exist positive integers ei1, . . . ,eik such that
qi = x
ei1
i1
R+ · · ·+ x
eik
ik
R.
Since Rad(qi) = xi1R+ · · ·+ xikR is a monomial prime ideal, the desired conclusion follows
from Corollary 3.3. 
Corollary 3.5. Let I be a squarefree monomial ideal with respect to x, and let xR be a prime
ideal of R. Then I =
⋂
p∈mAssRR/I
p.
Proof. In view of Corollary 3.4, there exist monomial prime ideals p1, . . . ,pr such that I=
r⋂
i=1
pi.
Now, it is easy to see that pi ∈mAssRR/I, for every i= 1, . . . ,r. This completes the proof. 
The next lemma is almost certainly known, but we could not find a reference for it, so it is
explicit stated and proved here, since it is needed for extending Corollary 2.6 to an arbitrary
squarefree monomial ideal; and also this used in the proof of the main result of this section.
Lemma 3.6. Let p1, . . . ,pt be prime ideals of R. Then for any integer n≥ 1 we have
(
t⋂
i=1
pi)
(n) =
t⋂
i=1
p
(n)
i .
Proof. Let J :=
⋂t
i=1pi and let x ∈ J
(n). Then sx ∈ Jn for some s ∈ R\
t⋃
i=1
pi. Hence sx ∈ p
n
i for
all 1 ≤ i ≤ t. Since s ∈ R \ pi, for every i = 1, . . . , t , it yields that x ∈ p
(n)
i , and so x ∈
t⋂
i=1
p
(n)
i .
Consequently, J(n) ⊆
t⋂
i=1
p
(n)
i . Now, since
AssRR/J
(n) = {p1, . . . ,pt}
and for all j = 1, . . . , t,
(
⋂t
i=1p
(n)
i /J
(n))p j = 0,
it follows that
t⋂
i=1
p
(n)
i = J
(n), as required. 
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Corollary 3.7. Let I be a squarefree monomial ideal with respect to x, and suppose that xR is
a prime ideal of R. Then for any integer k ≥ 1, we have
I(k) =
⋂
p∈mAssRR/I
p
k.
Proof. In view of Corollary 3.5, we have
I =
⋂
p∈mAssRR/I
p.
Hence, it follows from Lemma 3.6 that
I(k) =
⋂
p∈mAssRR/I
p
(k).
Now, as p(k) = pk by Corollary 2.6, we deduce that I(k) =
⋂
p∈mAssRR/I
pk, as required. 
We are now ready to state and prove the following main result of this section which is an
extension of Corollary 2.6 for an arbitrary squarefree monomial ideal.
Theorem 3.8. Let I be a squarefree monomial ideal, and assume that the ideal xR of R is prime.
Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) I(k) = Ik for all integers k ≥ 1.
(ii) AssRR/I
k ⊆mAssRR/I for all integers k ≥ 1.
Moreover, if the equivalent conditions hold, then I is a normal ideal.
Proof. The implication (i)=⇒(ii) follows from the definition of I(k).
In order to show (ii)=⇒(i), since, I is squarefree, it follows from Corollary 3.5 that I =⋂
p∈AssRR/I
p. Hence,
AssRR/I =mAssRR/I.
Therefore AssRR/I =mAssRR/I
k, and so it follows from AssRR/I
k ⊆ AssRR/I that
AssRR/I
k =mAssRR/I
k.
Let Ik =
m⋂
i=1
qi be an irredundant primary decomposition of I
k with qi is pi-primary. Then
AssRR/I
k = {p1, . . . ,pm}.
Now, because of
I(k) =
⋂
pi∈mAssRR/Ik
qi and AssRR/I
k =mAssRR/I
k,
it follows that I(k) = Ik. This proves the equivalence of (i) and (ii).
Finally, in order to complete the proof, we have to show that for each k, the ideal Ik is
integrally closed, i.e., Ik = Ik. To do this, in view of [10, Proposition 4], it is enough for us to
show that for a monomialm∈M in which ml ∈ Ikl for some integer l ≥ 1, we have m∈ Ik; note
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that by virtue of [10, Theorem 1] the ideal Ik is monomial. Now, since by assumption I( j) = I j
for all integer j ≥ 1, and according to Corollary 3.7,
I( j) =
⋂
p∈mAssRR/I
p
j,
it suffices to prove that whenever
ml ∈
⋂
p∈mAssRR/I
p
kl,
for some integer l ≥ 1, we have m ∈
⋂
p∈mAssRR/I
pk.
To do this, let m = xe11 . . .x
ed
d . Then m
l = xe1l1 . . .x
ed l
d . Now, it easily follows from m
l ∈⋂
p∈mAssRR/I
pkl that eil ≥ kl for all i = 1, . . . ,d in which xi ∈ p and all p ∈mAssRR/I. This then
implies that ei ≥ k for all i= 1, . . . ,d for which xi ∈ p and all p ∈ mAssRR/I, which yields the
desired conclusion. 
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